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Laser surface texturing is often employed to improve tribological performances of mating surfaces. The

principal aim of the present work is to study local modifications induced by laser beam during the

texturing process (microdimpling), on the mechanical properties of a 30NiCrMo12 nitride steel.

A brief tribological characterization was initially made in order to verify the improvement of

tribological behaviour ensured by microdimpling. Friction measurements were carried out in lubricated

flat-on-flat and round-on-flat configurations.

A sub-surface characterization was performed by focused ion beam cross-section and imaging.

Modified material layers were discovered in correspondence of laser-affected zones around dimples,

where grain dimensions were observed to be reduced. To quantify this phenomenon, a new theoretical

energetic model was developed.

Hardness measurements were performed by atomic force microscope nanoindentation. This

approach allowed to observe an hardening effect moving from bulk material to dimple edges.

Therefore, the theoretical model was integrated with the Hall–Petch’s law in order to quantify the

observed hardening behaviour.

& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Steels are representative structural materials for almost all
kinds of mechanical applications because of their high strength
and toughness, good machinability and low cost. Surface hardness
and composition play a dominant role against wear under sliding
conditions. The efficiency, reliability, and durability of mating
mechanical components depend on friction occurring at the
interface during the sliding. In addition, the increase in load
capacity and power density of engine elements leads to higher
intensities of surface interactions. Both the need to reduce friction
and the desire to increase power require effective lubrication
strategy for sliding surfaces [1].

It has been demonstrated that the presence of artificially
created microfeatures can significantly affect tribological beha-
viour of lubricated surfaces: specific textures may trap wear
particles and reduce ploughing and friction of surfaces, thus
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increasing the lifetime of the sliding contacts [2–4]. Indeed, when
irregularities cover the surface with a sufficient density, they can
improve the oil wetting of the surface and thereby facilitate the
lubricating film formation promoting its retention between
mating surfaces. At higher sliding speed, and with a sufficient
supply of oil, individual surface cavities, or grooves, may act as
hydrodynamic pressure pockets, reducing friction [5–7]. Various
manufacturing methods are utilized to produce textures on
contact surfaces (mechanical and lithographical methods, coat-
ings and energy beam techniques [8]). Among these, laser surface
texturing (LST) offers promising features: extremely fast proces-
sing time, clean to the environment and excellent control of the
aspect-ratio of the micro-holes [9–11]. By controlling the orienta-
tion of the laser beam, and tuning the characteristics of the spot it
is possible to easily texture a wide range of material, with no need
of vacuum. This technique allows covering samples by regular
arrays of ablated dimples, with different size and shape (typically
spherical or cylindrical).

Several classes of tribological experiments were developed in
order to investigate the benefits of LST in terms of transition
between different lubrication regimes, reduction of friction
coefficients and reduction of wear rates, mainly on steel surfaces
[2–4,7–12]. However, the present work intends to face also
another specific aspect of this topic. As a matter of fact, there is
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a lack of information about the possible ‘‘additional effects’’ of the
LST process as a consequence of the interaction between laser
beam and material structure. Ablation of surface is accompanied
to local annealing, which could activate phase transitions in
correspondence of the laser-affected zone: laser beam interaction
plays a key role in heat propagation, which could result in the
formation of modified material layers. Laser heating causes
several phenomena, in particular on steel surfaces: variations in
dislocations and residual stresses distributions, formation of
different carbide types, size and shape modification of austenitic
grains and hardening effects [13–15].

The core of the present work is focused on the investigation of
laser–steel interaction in terms of morphological and structural
sub-surface modifications on laser textured nitride steels.
30NiCrMo12 nitride steel has been studied. This material (bulk
composition: 3.00%Ni, 0.80Cr, 0.45Mo, 0.3C, all in wt%) is
employed for automotive application due to its surface strength
guaranteed by hot nitriding treatment. Focused ion beam (FIB)
was utilized to explore local properties: thanks to its versatility
and ability to remove and observe trenches of surface without
introducing relevant additional damage, this approach is adopted
to characterize sub-surface micro-cracking, defects distributions
and grain structure of material surfaces [16–18]. Sub-surface
micro-hardness measurements were also performed by indenting
a cross-section of the specimen material by using atomic force
microscope (AFM) working in nanoindentation mode. Thanks to
its ability of simultaneous high resolution indenting and imaging,
this powerful tool allows the investigation of the hardness
distribution in sub-micrometric areas [19,20].
Fig. 1. SEM images of 30NiCrMo12 nitride steel textured surface: (a) 451 tilted top

view and (b) perpendicular cross-section of a singular sectioned dimple: the shape

could be approximated as hemi-spherical.
2. Experimental details

Samples were prepared as discs 26 mm in diameter and 8 mm
thick. The discs were first lapped to obtain a surface roughness
(Ra) of 0.05mm, then textured by LST. Table 1 contains a
description of the principal parameters of the laser apparatus
adopted for the treatment. Textured nitride steel discs show
regular arrays of circular dimples with a diameter of 100mm, a
depth of 50mm and a surface density of 40% (Fig. 1).

Friction tests were performed using a UMT-2 tribometer
(provided by CETRs). During the tests, a constant normal load
was applied on the samples, which slid at different linear speeds
ranging between 0.06 and 40 cm s�1 (corresponding to an angular
velocity which ranges between 0.3 and 200 rpm). Friction
coefficient evolution was recorded in a ‘‘full lubrication’’ config-
uration, with the mating counterparts full immerged in a bath of a
commercial oil (Vanguards ST-46). Both untextured and textured
steels were tested for comparison.

Morphological characterization was performed using a dual
beam system (FEIs StrataTM DB235), combining a high-resolu-
tion FIB column equipped with a Ga liquid metal ion source (LMIS)
and a SEM column equipped with a Schottky field emission gun
(SFEG) electron source. Perpendicular ‘‘micro-cross-sections’’ of
steel surfaces (textured and untextured) were obtained using FIB
(Ebeam ¼ 30 KeV) as micro-machining miller, setting 5 nA as ion
Table 1
Details of the laser apparatus utilized to produce LST microdimples

Laser type ‘‘Spectron’’ Nd:YAG

Laser beam wavelength 1.06mm

Pulses duration 30 ns

Laser beam energy per pulsation 4 mJ

Laser scanning was carried out by CNC X–Y table under special program providing

definite pore position.
beam current for first rough trench, and 1 nA for final polishing.
Sub-surface discovered wall is one side of the perpendicular
trench, milled by progressive steps (Fig. 2). In order to prevent the
topmost material from mechanical intermixing upon contact with
energetic ions [16], the surface sample was protected by a thin
platinum layer (1mm thickness). A Pt-shield had been grown
starting from a gas precursor, and using a 10 pA ion beam current
that assisted local deposition. Furthermore, by tilting the sample
holder, images of discovered walls were obtained collecting
secondary electrons generated by FIB as primary beam at low
current (50 pA), in order to take advantage of ion-channelling
contrast, which is very useful for grain size analysis [21].

Afterwards textured samples were perpendicularly cut with a
saw, in order to obtain ‘‘macro-cross-sections’’ and then polished
with SiC papers and diamond slurry (up to 0.05mm Ra). Micro-
indentation grids were finally performed on these samples on
selected areas around dimples (Fig. 3), by using a Digital

Instruments EnviroScope Atomic Force Microscope (provided by
Veecos) working in nanoindentation mode, in order to indent the
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Fig. 2. Simplified sketch which summarizes the experimental procedures followed

in order to carry out a morphological sub-surface characterization. SEM image (a)

shows the thin Pt-shield grown in-situ, beside a dimple edge, by a FIB-assisted

deposition. Dotted lines represent the projection of the trench, successfully milled

by FIB setting high ion current mode. Thus, a ‘‘micro-cross-section’’ was gained by

progressive rastering steps: white arrow indicates the relative depth profile (b).

Sub-surface discovered wall was imaged using FIB as primary probe (low current

mode), by tilting the sample holder.

Fig. 3. Simplified sketch which summarizes the experimental procedures followed

in order to carry out a mechanical sub-surface characterization of ‘‘macro-cross-

sectioned’’ textured steel samples. A micro-indentation grid was realized, and

successfully imaged by AFM on selected areas around dimple edges. Spacing

between two adjacent indentations (aE1mm) is maintained constant, but could

slightly change in proximity of the border, in order to faithfully follow the shape of

the dimple edge.

E. Gualtieri et al. / Tribology International 42 (2009) 699–705 701
sample and image it right after the indentation. All the indenta-
tions were performed by a Berkovich diamond tip mounted on a
sapphire cantilever (the whole probe had been assembled and
provided by Micro Star Technologiess) under the same conditions;
in particular the load applied on the sample was 1.5 V in terms of
photodetector voltage. Thus, considering the cantilever stiffness
(5085 N m�1) and the deflection sensitivity (130 V nm�1), a
maximum indentation load of about 992mN was estimated.
Further details on this setup are reported in [20]. Finally, the
indented area was imaged using a standard AFM tapping probe
(MPP-11100-Tap300 Metrology Probes by Veecos) in order to
measure the projected contact area in a direct way and thus
evaluate the hardness just dividing the maximum load by this
area. This approach allows to solve the pile-up problem, which
affects the results in the Oliver–Pharr method [22–24]. The O–P
approach guarantees hardness measurement without imaging the
indentation impression, since it establishes a relationship
between the projected area of the indentation impression, the
maximum depth of indentation (hmax) and the initial unloading
stiffness (S), where hmax and S are both measurable from the
load–displacement curve. However, the Oliver–Pharr method
quite overestimates the hardness values when the pile-up effect
is not negligible, such in this case. With AFM nanoindentation,
since it is possible to measure directly the contact area, we are
able to take into account the actual presence of pile-up [20].
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Friction measurements

The experimental analysis was carried out comparing the
performances of textured and untextured surfaces under the same
tribological conditions, repeating each individual test in order to
verify the reproducibility of the results.

Average values of friction coefficients (considering standard
deviations as error bars) were summarized in the form of a
Stribeck curve (Fig. 4a), obtained showing the friction coefficient
as a function of Stribeck parameter, calculated as the ratio
between v (linear speed) and W (nominal contact pressure) and
assuming the lubricant viscosity (Z) as constant. In the case
reported in Fig. 4a the pin-on-disk mode was exploited. Conformal
contact was obtained by using a smooth stainless steel pin as
static counterpart with a round contact area of 5.5 mm in
diameter. Thus, the nominal flat-on-flat contact pressure was
roughly 0.2 MPa. Different ranges of mating speeds were explored
applying a constant normal load (4.5 N), thus ranging the Stribeck
parameter roughly between 0.3 and 200 cm s�1 MPa�1.

During the whole experimental analysis, both systems (tex-
tured and untextured) operated in hydrodynamic lubrication
regime because of the massive presence of lubricant, even when
the tribological conditions became more severe (low speeds and
Stribeck parameter lower than 10 cm s�1 MPa�1). The trend of the
curves reported in Fig. 4a (roughly constant) shows no significant
transition towards boundary or mixed lubrication regimes.
Nevertheless, the textured surface exhibits considerable lower
friction coefficient than untextured surface. The reason is
ascribable to the higher hydrodynamic lift ensured by the dimples
regularly distributed on the contact area, thus capable to behave
as integrated pressure pockets.

Subsequently an endurance test was performed on both
textured and untextured discs. In this case the tribometer was
configured in ball-on-disk mode: static counterpart was a
stainless steel ball (diameter: 4 mm), and the test was carried
out applying a normal load of 4 N (the nominal contact pressure
reaches about 1 GPa estimating by Hertzian model). Mating
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Fig. 4. (a) Stribeck curves: friction coefficients against Stribeck parameters

calculated as the ratio between mating speeds (ranging from 0.06 to 40 cm s�1)

and nominal contact pressures (maintained constant: roughly 0.2 MPa). (b)

Endurance test: comparison of the evolution of the friction coefficients (plotted

as a function of the number of laps ) relative to untextured case (continuous line)

and textured case (dotted line).

Fig. 5. FIB images obtained by tilting samples after sub-surface FIB micro-trenches

milled on (a) untextured and (b) textured 30NiCrMo12 nitride steel. Dimple edge is

visible on the top corner of (b).
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counterparts slid for 4 h at a sliding speed of 40 cm s�1. Friction
coefficient evolution was monitored during the test and the
results are reported in Fig. 4b as a function of number of laps.
The textured surface maintained lower friction coefficient values
for the whole endurance test with respect to the untextured
surface. Further details about this experimental analysis are
reported in [12].
3.2. Sub-surface morphological characterization

Fig. 5a shows a FIB image obtained in correspondence will a FIB
milled ‘‘micro-cross-section’’ on untextured steel. Discovered wall
extends 20mm in width and 7mm in depth. Ion-channelling
contrast allows appreciation of a sub-surface polygonal structure:
clear defined boundaries delimit large domains (areas: up to
10mm2) which include isolated features (‘‘dark’’ signals) of round
or polygonal shape (sizes: 200–300 nm). These features could
be associated to steel porosity or C/N-compounds. The
possible presence of carbides and nitrides is justified by the not
negligible presence of Cr an C dispersed in steel, or ascribable to
nitriding process.
FIB milled ‘‘micro-cross-sections’’ were also obtained beside
dimples on textured steel. Also in this case, discovered walls are
7mm deep and 20mm wide from the edge of dimples. Sub-surface
morphology of textured steel (Fig. 5b) exhibits a radically different
scenario with respect to the untextured one. Moving from dimple
edge to bulk steel for about 5mm in radial coordinates, it appears a
dense distribution of small grains with irregular boundaries,
whose areas range from 0.01–0.5mm2; while moving further
towards bulk steel, it appears a grain pattern similar to the
previously observed for the untextured case (Fig. 5a): larger
domains (areas: 5–10mm2) with polygonal boundaries and ‘‘dark’’
inclusions are recognizable.

Therefore, a grain size reduction is observed in correspondence
of laser-affected zone, suggesting the occurrence of phase
transition phenomena induced by laser heating. This observation
is in agreement with previously reported results [13]. The
modified material layer was observed in a few microns spacing:
this further observation leads to quantify the radial width of the
heat affected zone (HAZ) in agreement with the 2D calculations
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recently published by Valette et al. [25]. The radial spread of
thermal effects strongly depends on the laser pulse duration, and
it is confined in the range of 5–10mm whenever the interaction
time lasts few tens of nanoseconds (such in the present case).

3.2.1. A new model for grain size distribution

This section is dedicated to the new theoretical model
developed to interpret the grain size behaviour observed in
laser-affected zones.

The energy W of the laser is dissipated in a fraction jh for
producing the hole, in a fraction jm for modifying the material
structure around the hole, and in a fraction 1�jh�jm in other
processes. Indicating with F the energy spent per unit volume for
creating the hole (a ‘‘material constant’’) and with Wh the actual
energy spent for creating the hole, we have: Wh ¼ jhW ¼ FVh,
where Vh ¼ pR2Hf is the volume of the hole having radius R and
height H (Fig. 6). f is a shape function that equals 1 for the
cylindrical shape (Fig. 6a), whereas f ðR;HÞ ¼ ðH=R� ðH2=3R2

ÞÞ for
different spherical shapes (Fig. 6b). Note that R for a spherical hole
is here defined as the radius of the osculating sphere, and not as
the radius of the base of the related spherical cap. Accordingly, the
lateral surface of the hole is Sh ¼ 2pRH, independently from its
shape. Indicating with g the total surface energy per unit area
required to produce new grain boundaries, we have
Wm ¼ jmW ¼ gS, where Wm is the total energy required to
produce new grain boundaries and S is the total surface of the
grains. Locally, the energy balance becomes: �dWm xð Þ=dx ¼

gdS xð Þ=dx, where x is the radial coordinate which has the origin
at the hole surface. The energy penetration into the material is
dictated by its absorption coefficient k, according to
Wm(x) ¼Wme�kx, where x is the penetration coordinate. More-
over, the number of grains in the region comprised between x and
x+dx is dN ¼ 2pðRþ xÞðH þ dxÞdx=d3, where d ¼ 0 for cylindrical
holes or d ¼ 1 for spherical holes and d is the grain size.
The surface of each grain is s ¼ ad2, where a is a shape constant
(e.g. for cubic grains a ¼ 6). Thus, the total surface is dS ¼ sdN ¼

2p Rþ xð Þ H þ dxð Þadx=d: Accordingly, from the previous
local energy balance, the grain size variation is derived in the
Fig. 6. Simplified sketches which summarize the two geometries, involved in the

theoretical model: (a) cylindrical, and (b) spherical. Both approaches imply radial

coordinates (x) originating from the surface of the dimple, whose height (H) is

defined as maximum depth. Note that for spherical dimples, radius (R) is defined

as the radius of the osculating sphere, and is not that of the base of the related cap,

such in the cylindrical case.
following form:

dðx;R;HÞ ¼
2pgaðRþ xÞðH þ dxÞ

Wmke�kx

¼
2gajh

FjmkR

ð1þ x=RÞð1þ dx=HÞ

f ðR;HÞ
ekx (1)

Note that, mathematically, d(N,R,H) ¼N since no energy is
available for grain boundary formation at infinity and

dð0;R;HÞ ¼
2gajh

FjmkR

1

f ðR;HÞ
(2)

that is thus predicted to scale inversely to the hole size. Similarly
d(x,0,H) ¼N since a vanishing hole size implies a vanishing laser
energy, whereas d(x,N,H) ¼ 0, that is, infinitely small grains can
be developed using infinite energy.

Note that the hole size is related to the laser energy by

R ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jhW

pFH

1

f ðR;HÞ

s
(3)

e.g., for self-similar holes (RpH) RpW1/3.
Further considerations need to be stated in order to identify

the limits of validity for this theoretical approach. The model is
based on the energy balance that governs the laser-matter
interaction, but it does not invoke a time-dependence relation-
ship, neither it explains the direct role of temperature. Thus, the
proposed approach cannot predict the nature of the sub-surface
phase transitions occurring as ‘‘additional effects’’ due to LST. It is
difficult to clarify this point, anyway it can be useful to recall some
well known conclusions from metallurgical studies [26–28]. In the
ns-pulse duration regime metal melting, matter re-deposition and
re-crystallization processes occur as already mentioned in
literature [26,27]. Conversely in the femtosecond case, the ultra-
short duration of the pulses leads to largely reduced laser-matter
interactions, and forces other types of phase transition phenom-
ena such as sublimation. In this regime, which is well suited for
micromachining at the sub-micron scale [28], thermal damage is
minimal and the HAZ becomes not trivial to recognize with FIB/
SEM approach. It is thus necessary to adopt a scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) to highlight lattice damage due
to mechanical stresses [15]. Therefore, it can be argued that the
phenomenology related to the fs-regime is beyond the limits of
the proposed model.

3.2.2. Numerical fit

In the present case (Fig. 1b), dimple shapes could be
approximated as hemi-spherical (R ¼ H ¼ 50mm), because the
radius of the osculating sphere coincides with the radius of the
hole. Thus, Eq. (1) can be used to fit experimental data in a
simplified form, making opportune substitutions (f ¼ 2/3; d ¼ 1):

dðxÞ ¼ d0 1þ
x

R

� �2

ekx (4)

where coefficients k and d0 ¼ 3gajh=ðFjmkRÞ will be gained as
best fit parameters.

Grain analysis was carried out on several FIB images of different
discovered walls trenched beside dimples (see an example in Fig. 5b),
in order to obtain a statistic collection: up to 80 grains were
characterized. Note that model is based on the assumption of constant
laser energy (W), and does not take into account other phenomena
such as FIB-induced re-annealing during Pt-shield deposition. Grain
analysis results are shown in Fig. 7, where best fit function is
overlapped to experimental data. Average sizes (d), calculated as
square root of grain areas, were plotted against radial distances (x) of
the centre of each grain from dimple edge. The distribution is fitted by
Eq. (4), obtaining d0 ¼ (0.2470.03)mm and k ¼ (0.2370.02)mm�1 as
best fit parameters.
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3.3. Sub-surface mechanical characterization and Hall–Petch

approach

The experimental analysis on ‘‘macro-cross-sectioned’’ textured
steel consists on several matrices of indentations performed on a
20�20mm2 selected area around an individual dimple edge. The
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distance between two contiguous indentations is about 1mm
(this distance could slightly change in proximity of the border, in
order to faithfully follow the shape of the dimple edge).

In Fig. 8 average values of hardness (H) are plotted against
radial distances (x) from dimple edge (error bars are standard
deviations). Hardness profile replies the sub-surface morpho-
structural trend of laser-affected zones previously described
(Section 3.2): hardening occurs as a further consequence of
laser-matter interaction, locally confined in HAZ. Moving towards
dimple edge nanohardness values increase by a factor of 2,
moving from 3500–4000 MPa (for a distance of about 20mm from
dimple edge) up to 7000–7500 MPa (for a distance of about 2mm
from dimple edge).

The final discussion covers the relationship between grain size
reduction and hardness increment accordingly to the Hall–Petch
behaviour [29,30]:

Hðx;R;HÞ ¼ H1 þ hdðx;R;HÞ�1=2 (5)

where h is a constant and H1 ¼ Hðx ¼ 1Þ represents the hardness
of the untextured material. Note that in terms of energy and for
self-similar holes, a hardness scaling near the hole has to be taken
into consideration: Hðx ¼ 0;WÞ ¼ H1 þ h̄W�1=6 (with h̄ constant).
Introducing Eqs. (1) and (2) into Eq. (5) yields

Hðx;R;HÞ ¼ H1 þ hdð0;R;HÞ�1=2 e�kx=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1þ x=RÞð1þ dx=HÞ

p (6)

Eq. (6) could be reduced to two simpler forms, which are useful
to fit the experimental data. Reminding the hemi-spherical
approximation (R ¼ H ¼ 50mm; f ¼ 2/3; d ¼ 1), and introducing
Eq. (4), k, and d0 best fit parameters previously gained (see section
3.2.2) into Eq. (5), yields

HðxÞ ¼ H1 þ hd�1=2
0 1þ

x

R

� ��1

e�kx=2 (7)

or, introducing an exponential term (b) that will be gained as an
additional best fit parameter and is expected to be close to 0.5:

HðxÞ ¼ H1 þ hd�b0 1þ
x

R

� ��2b
e�kbx (8)
252015
tance [μm]

experimental data
theoretical model (� = 0.5)
theoretical model (� = 0.60 ± 0.10)

Hall-Petch behaviour:
H(x) = H∞+hd0

-�(1+x/R)-2�e-k�x

R = 50 μm
d0 = (0.24 ± 0.03) μm

k = (0.23 ± 0.02) μm-1

best fit of the experimental data by Eq. (7); h*
¼ (16907110) MPamm0.5 and

tal data by Eq. (8); h**
¼ (14507200) MPamm0.6, HN

**
¼ (36007150) MPa (coherent

ers.
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where parameters HNand h will be gained as best fit parameters.
Therefore, the experimental data were fitted by using each of the
two last custom equations. Note that Eq. (7) faithfully obeys to the
Hall–Petch’s law, while Eq. (8) includes the term b which
identifies the agreement between the system behaviour and the
Hall–Petch’s law.

Results are shown in Fig. 8, where the numerical fits are
overlapped to experimental data distribution. Fitting the data by
Eq. (7), we obtained h*

¼ (16907110) MPamm0.5 and HN

*
¼

(3450780) MPa (dotted line), while fitting the same by Eq. (8)
we obtained h**

¼ (14507200) MPamm0.6, HN

**
¼ (36007150)

MPa (coherent with HN

* value), and b ¼ 0.0670.1 coherent with
the 0.5 exponent of the Hall–Petch’s law (continuous line).

Summarizing, the two best fit functions are very similar and in
good agreement with hardness experimental distribution, thus we
can conclude that our experimental data are consistent with the
Hall–Petch’s law.
4. Conclusions

An experimental work was carried out on 30NiCrMo12 nitride
steel microdimpled by a Nd:YAG ns-pulse duration laser beam.
Tribological tests performed in ‘‘full lubrication’’ configuration
showed an improvement of friction behaviour ascribed to the well
known hydrodynamic lift effect ensured by microdimples.
Average friction coefficients were observed to be reduced by a
factor of 2 comparing untextured and textured surfaces.

‘‘Additional effects’’ due to LST were also discovered and
explained. Laser ablation in creating dimples is accompanied to
local heating which promotes the formation of a modified
material layer confined in HAZ. Thus, morphological, structural
and mechanical changes occur in micrometric sub-surface areas
near the dimple edges, where two experimental campaigns
performed by using FIB and AFM revealed dramatic correlated
consequences: grain size reduction and local hardening.

Grain analysis was performed on FIB images: channelling
contrast revealed domains distribution, whose dimensions
strongly decreased on textured steel moving from bulk to dimple
edges. Experimental data were fitted by a custom equation,
resulting from a theoretical model which explains grain size
behaviour according to the properties of textured material, to the
characteristics of laser beam and to the geometry of ablated
dimples.

Indentation grids performed by AFM on ‘‘macro-cross-sec-
tions’’ revealed an increment of hardness values, which grew up
even by a factor of 2 with respect to hardness values measured on
bulk, accordingly to Hall–Petch behaviour.

Thus, the previous model was subsequently integrated with
Hall–Petch’s law, in order to correlate hardening with grain size
reduction due to laser-matter interaction. Experimental data are
in good agreement with the proposed theoretical model that can
thus be used for controlling local hardening due to LST processes
carried out in ns-pulse duration regime.
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